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in O(t),

on f(t) =aO(t).
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Abstract: This paper addresses short-time existence and uniqueness of a solution
to the N-dimensional Rele-Shaw flow problem with surface tension as driving mecha
nism. Global existence in time and exponential decay of the solution near equilibrium
are also proved. The results are obtained in Sobolev spaces H S with sufficiently large
s. The main tools are perturbations of a fixed reference domain, linearization with
respect to these perturbations, a quasilinearization argument based on a geometric
invariance property, and a priori energy estimates.

1 Introduction

This article is concerned with the Rele-Shaw moving boundary flow problem
where the motion is driven by surface tension only. It occurs in the modeling
of flow in porous media or in a narrow confinement between two parallel plates.
Although this problem is originally two-dimensional, it is of interest in higher
dimensions, too, both for its own sake and because of its applications to physical
problems: The problem (1.1), (1.2) below is also obtained in the description of
the motion of phase boundaries by capillarity and volume diffusion in metallurgy
[15]. We will deal here with the simplest version ofthe one-phase problem which
can be described as follows:

Let O(t) C IRN be the domain occupied by the fluid at time t and let v and
p be the velocity and pressure fields, respectively, satisfying

v = -\1p}
divv = 0

p =-1I:(t)

We denote by lI:(t) the «N -I)-fold) mean curvature with the sign chosen such
that lI:(t) is negative if O(t) is convex. Note that

lI:(t)n(t) = .6.r(t)X

where n(t) and .6.r (t) are the outer normal vector and the Laplace-Beltrami
operator on fa, respectively. x is the IRN-valued function that assigns to each
point of f(t) its coordinate vector, and .6.r (t) is to be applied componentwise.
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As usual in free boundary flow problems, the motion of the boundary of the
liquid domain is determined by prescribing its normal velocity Vn as

Vn = v· n(t)

which is an equivalent formulation for the demand that the set of the "particles"
at the surface does not change in time.

Setting u = -p we have to consider the moving boundary problem

.6.u = 0
u =. lI::(t)

in n(t) }
on r(t),

(1.1)

au
Vn = an(t) on r(t). (1.2)

For N =2, this problem as well as various related ones have been studied
by methods from complex function theory (see [12] and the references therein).
In [5, 6] an evolution equation for a conformal mapping onto n(t) is derived and
its global solvability in time and exponential decay are shown in suitable spaces
of analytic functions under the assumption that n(t) is the complement of a
bounded domain which is near a circle. Moreover, a short-time existence proof
for a weak solution is given in [8] where n(t) is the domain below the graph of
a function mapping IR to IR. Recently, also for N = 2, short-time existence of
a solution as well as stability of equilibria for a related two-phase problem have
been proved [4].

The approach we use here is essentially of geometric nature. We consider
small perturbations of a fixed smooth reference domain no near the initial do
main and investigate the dependence of the solution of (1.1) on these perturba
tions. The linearization of the corresponding operator is shown to be a coercive
pseudodifferential operator. (This technique is also used in [1, 2] for stationary
free boundary problems for the Navier-Stokes equations.) Assuming that no is
strictly star-shaped, a quasilinearization argument based on the invariance of
(1.1) with respect to rotations enables one to control the nonlinearity, and a
short-time existence and uniqueness proof can be given employing energy esti
mates in Sobolev spaces of sufficiently high order. Finally, global existence of
the solution in time and exponential decay of this solution near equilibrium are
shown.

The problem of Stokes flow driven by surface tension can be treated in
completely analogous manner [11].

We will start the investigation by listing some useful elementary properties
of the evolution of n(t) by (1.1), (1.2):

Lemma 1 (Properties of He/e-Shaw flow driven by surface tension)
(i) Let {n(t)} be a (sufficiently smooth) family of domains evolving according

to (1.1), (1.2). Then the quantities

V= Jdx,
O(t)

2
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representing the volume and the center of gravity of O(t), respectively, are inde
pendent oft, and the surface area

A(t) = Jdf(t)

ret)

is nonincreasing in t.
(ii) A domain 0 yields a stationary solution of (1.1), (1.2) iff its boundary

has constant mean curvature.

Proof: (i) can be shown directly by calculating, using integration by parts,

dV
dt

dM
dt

dA(t)
dt

Jdivvdx = 0,

O(t)

= Jv dx + Jx div v dx =- J"\lP dx

O(t) O(t) O(t)

JKn(t) dr(t) = JLlf'(t)x df(t) = 0,

f'(t) f'(t)

-JK(t)n(t). v df(t) = - Ju o~~t) df(t)

ret) ret)

-Jl"\lul 2 dx ~ O.
O(t)

(1.3)

(ii) The "if' -part is obvious. Let 0 yield a stationary solution, i.e. suppose
that the normal component of v vanishes on f = 00. Hence

[Kn ·vdf =0

and this implies by (1.3) that u and hence K are constant.•

2 Perturbations of the domain and analytic ex
pansions

Let 0 0 C IRN be a bounded, simply-connected Coo-domain with boundary f o
and outer unit normal n. The (inverse) trace theorem ensures that for all real
s > ~ the trace operator T is continuous from H 3 (00) to H3-t(fo) and has
a continuous right inverse which will be denoted by T- 1 • Furthermore, let
( E (coo(fo))N be a fixed vector-valued function on f o such that

3
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Lemma 2 (Description of perturbed domains)
Let s > 2 + If. There is a 60 > 0 depending only on no, (, and s such that

for all r E B o(60 ' H 3 (fo)) the following holds:
(i) The set

is the boundary of a simply connected domain nr •

(ii) There is a global C 2 -dijJeomorphism z = z(r) mapping no onto n r such

that z E (H 3+t(no))N and

with C independent of r.

Proof: (i) From [10], Appendix, Lemma 1 follows that there is a 61 > 0 and a
Coo-diffeomorphism rP =(rP1' rP2) mapping the domain

MOl = {x E IRN I dist(x, f o) < 8d

rP2(X) = ±dist(x,fo),

x = rP1(X) + rP2(x)n(rP1(x))

for all x E MOl, where the sign is negative for x E n and positive for x =J n.
Consider now for eE f o and real t with It Isufficiently small the mapping

<I>(e, t) = rP(e + t((e))·

From <I>l(e, 0) =e, <I>2(e, 0) = 0, and D2<I>2(e, 0) ='Y(e) =J 0 follows by the local
diffeomorphism theorem and a compactness argument that there is a 62 > 0
such that <I> maps f o x (-62,62) into f o x (-61,61) as a Coo-diffeomorphism.

Consequently, the mapping rP- 10 <I> from f o x (-62,62) into MOl is a C oo_
diffeomorphism, and for any fixed r E Bo(62 , C(fo)) the set f r is homeomorph to
f o. The assertion follows now from the continuity of the embedding H3 (f0) <.....+

C(fo).
(ii) Using the above parametrizations of the neighborhood of f o and com

pactness arguments it is not hard to show that there are positive constants 63

and C such that for all Frechet-differentiable mappings g of no into an arbitrary
normed space E and for all xo, Xl E no IIX1 - xoll < 61 the estimate

IIg(x1) - g(xo)IIE ~ C sup 119'(x)lIl1x1 - xoll (2.2)
",eoonB",o (cI/"'l-"'ol/,E)

holds, which in particular implies that 9 is Lipschitz continuous.
We construct z by setting z(r) = T- 1(r() + id. The estimate for IIz(r) 

idllcc2(oo»N is a consequence of the continuity of the embedding H 3+!(no) <.....+
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C 2 (n). This estimate ensures for sufficiently small 60 that z(r) is a local dif
feomorphism, it remains to show that it is also global, i.e. that Z(Xl) = z(xo)
implies Xl =Xo for all XO,Xl E no. For this purpose, the equation z(x) = z(xo)
may be rewritten equivalently as

X = S(x) := X - z'(xO)-l(Z(x) - z(xo)) (2.3)

The mapping S is differentiable in all x E no and has the derivative

S'(x) =I - z'(xo)-lz'(x) =z'(xO)-l(Z'(XO) - z'(x)).

According to the above remark, z E (C2(n))N implies Lipschitz-continuity of
z', hence

IIS'(x)11 ::; Cllz'(xo) - z'(x)11 ::; C1lx- xoll·
Consequently,

sup IIS'(x)11 <
",eOonB",o (GII"'l-"'o!I,IRN

)

C sup Ilx - xoll
",eoonB",o (GII"'l -"'oil ,IRN

)

Moreover, assuming z(xd = z(xo),

hence for sufficiently small 80 (2.2) may be applied to S and this yields

Ilxl - xoll =IIS(xd - S(xo)1I ::; Cllxl - xoll 2
,

i.e. Xo = Xl or Ilxl - xoll ?: C-l, but the latter of these two possibilities is in
contradiction with (2.4) for small 00 .•

We denote by ~(r) and ii(r) the curvature and the outer normal vector of r r

as a scalar and a vector-valued function defined on it, respectively. If s > 2+ if
and H$ (ro)r is sufficiently small, then the Dirichlet problem

~u = 0 innr

ulrr = ~(r)

can be transformed to the domain no, using the C2-diffeomorphism z(r). Writ
ing u(r) = u0 z(r), te(r) = ~(r) 0 z(r), v(r) = ii(r) 0 z(r) we get

~ru(r) = 0 in no } (2.5)
u(r)lro = te(r)

with

~r aji a~j (aki a~k) ,
te(r) = ~rr(e + (r)' v(r),

.'1 ; .'I(r); w~~)rL
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Here and in the following, summation has to be carried out over all indices that
occur twice in the same term.

Let X and Y be Banach spaces. We will call a mapping F defined on
B:co (€, X) with positive € and values in Y values analytic near xo iff F has a
series representation

00

F(x) =LF(x-xo, ... ,x-xo)
k=O

(2.6)

where the Fk are bounded k-linear symmetric operators from X k to Y for which
the majorant series

00

LIWkll€k
k=O

converges, which implies the absolute convergence of the series in (2.6) and the
boundedness of F. As usual, we will call F analytic in the open set U C X iff
F is analytic near any point of U.

The rules for calculations with convergent power series generalize to our sit
uation. More precisely, we will use the following results ([16] Ch. 8.2., Corollary
4.23, [7] Ch. IX.2.):

• F is analytic in B:co(€, X).

• For any k E IN, the k-th order Frechet derivative of F exists and is an
analytic function near xo with values in .C(Xk , Y) (and the same €).

• If F(1) and F(2) are analytic near xo then F(1) == F(2) near xo if and only
if F~l) =F~2) for all k E IN ("comparison of coefficients").

• If G is analytic near F(xo) from Y to the Banach space Z then the com
position Go F is analytic near xo from X to Z.

• If Y is a Banach algebra and H is analytic near xo from X to Y then the
pointwise product F H is analytic near xo from X to Y.

• If additionally to the usual assumptions of the Implicit Function theorem,
F is analytic near (xo, Yo) then the function yO given by F(x, y(x» is
analytic near Xo. This implies in particular for any Banach algebra X
that the mapping u 1-+ ..,fii is analytic near any Uo for which y'uO exists
and is invertible and the mapping u 1-+ u-1 is analytic near any invertible
Uo·

In the following, let s > Ntl .
Lemma 3 (Analytic dependence of the data)

(i)The mapping r 1-+ D-r is analytic near 0 from H 3 +1(ro) to

.c (H3+~(OO)' H3-t(OO»)'
(ii) The mapping r 1-+ lI:(r) is analytic near 0 from H 3+3(ro) to H 3 +1(ro).
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Proof: (i) The Jacobian matrix

A(r) = fJz(r) = aT-1(r() + I
ax ax

is analytic near 0 as a function from H 3 +l(fo) into the Banach algebra

(H3+ t (Oo))NXN. A(O) = I is invertible in this algebra, hence the inverse

A(r)-l and all its elements depend analytically near 0 on r E H 3+l(fo) in

the spaces (H3+t(OO)) NxN and H3+t(OO)' respectively. The assertion follows

now from the Banach algebra property of H3-t(OO)'
(ii) Let f o =Um f~m) be a finite covering of fo by coordinate patches f~m)

and {Xm} a smooth partition of unity subordinate to it. Let e(m) = e(m)(w),
wE Wm , be smooth regular parametrizations off~m). Without loss of generality
one can assume that the Wm are bounded and have smooth boundary. In
view of the definitions of Sobolev space on manifolds it is enough to show that
(Xm1\:(r)) 0 e(m) depends analytically near 0 on r E H 3+3 (fo) with values in
H 3+l(Wm) for all m. Suppressing for the sake of brevity the pull-back by e(m)
in the notation, on Wm we have

Xm1\:(r) = vI~:' )fJfJ. (vlg(Xmr)gij(Xmr)a(e ~ x~r()) . v(Xm r )
9 Xmr W t W,

h - COO(f ) - f(m) - 1 .were Xm Eo, sUPPXm CC 0 ,Xm == m sUPPXm,

g(r)
gij (r) =

G(r)

det G(r)
[G(r)-l]ij

(fJ(e8:r()) T (8(e
fJ
: r()) .

It is clear that the mapping r f-+ Xmr is analytic from H3+3(fo) to H3+3(Wm)
and the mappings r f-+ g(r) and r f-+ G(r) are analytic near 0 from H 3 +3 (Wm) to
the Banach algebras H3+2(Wm ) and (H3+2(wm ))NXN. Consider, furthermore,
the equation

F(r,v)=M(r)i'- (i) =0

with

(
(

8(e + rO)T )
M(r) = 8w

nT

where F maps analytically near (0, v) from H3+3(Wm ) X (H3+2(Wm ))N to

(H3+2(Wm ))N for any ii E (H3+2(Wm )t, and

D2F(0, ii)[h] = M(O)h Vh E (H 3 +2(Wm ))N .
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Due to the regularity of the parametrization ~(m), we have that M(O) is a C oo_

function on Wm whose values are invertible matrices, hence M(O) is invertible in

(H"+2(Wm ))NXN. Thus, the Implicit Function theorem yields that the mapping
r ~ ii(r) defined by F(r,lI(r)) = 0 is analytic near 0 from H"+3(Wm ) to

(H"+2(Wm ))N. Geometrically, ii(r) corresponds to a field of outward-direct
ed vectors orthogonal to f r, hence

ii(r) ii(r)
lI(r) = lii(r)1 = Jii(r)Tii(r)

and taking into account that ii(O) = n we get, by the above remarks, that also
r ~ lI(r) is analytic near 0 from H"+3(Wm ) to (H"+2(Wm ))N.

The assertion follows now easily from the Banach algebra properties of the
spaces H"+2(Wm ) and H"+l(Wm ) together with the above remarks on the in
verse and square root from the fact that g(O) is a smooth positive function,
hence both g(O) and its square root are invertible in these Banach algebras.•

We rewrite (2.5) now as an operator equation

F(r, u(r)) =L(r)u(r) - ( K~r) ) =0

in H"-t(f2o) x H"+l(fo) with L(r) defined for small r E H"+3(fo) by

L(r)u = ( ~~: ) .

We have D2 F(0, u) = L(O) and the invertibility of this operator in the spaces
given above is a standard result from the regularity theory of elliptic boundary
value problems (see e.g. [14]). Hence, by the Implicit Function theorem, u(r) is
well-defined for small r E H"+3(fo), and the mapping r ~ u(r) is analytic near
o from H"+3(fo) to H"+!(f2o).

Ifwe use now the local parametrization of m.N near f 0 to describe the moving
boundary by

f(t) = fr(t)

the kinematic boundary condition (1.2) takes the form

ar = (\7r u(r))lro • lI(r) =p(r)
at ( ·1I(r)

with

(2.7)

.. au
(\7r U)i = aJ'(r)-a '

Xj

i.e. we have reformulated the moving boundary problem as as nonlinear nonlocal
evolution equation for r.

Using the analytic dependence of u and II on r E H"+3(fo) near 0, the
fact that H"(fo) and H"+t(f2o) are Banach algebras one obtains by the same
arguments as in the proof of lemma 3
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Lemma 4 (Analyticity of p)
The operator p on the right side of (2.7) is analytic near 0 from Hs+3(ro)

to HS(ro).

This implies, in particular, that there is a constant Ms > 0 such that

Ilpk(hl ,... ,hk)II~O ~ M: Ilhlll~+3' .. lIhkll~+3

for all k E IN, hI, .. . ,hk E Hs+3(ro).

3 A chain rule and continuity of p

(2.8)

i,j=l, ... ,d

The evolution equation (2.7) is obviously fully nonlinear in the sense that both
the term PI representing the linearization of p around 0 and the nonlinear re
mainder are "third order operators" in the Hilbert scale {HS(ro)}.

In the further analysis a technique will be applied which is essentially a
"quasilinearization" of the problem, based on a chain rule which expresses the
invariance of our moving boundary problem with respect to rotations around
a fixed point in space. Consequently, the differential operators for which this
chain rule holds will be generated by these rotations.

We will start by giving an abstract version of it in the following general
framework: Let G be a Lie group, g its Lie algebra, aI, ... , ad a basis of g and
for i = 1, ... , diet t 1---+ e- tai be the one-parameter subgroup of G generated by
ai. Let X an Y be Banach spaces and let

U: G -+ .c(X)

V: G-+.c(Y)

be strongly continuous representations of G on X and Y, respectively. We
denote by D~X) and D~Y) the generators of the strongly continuous semigroups
of operators t 1---+ U(e- tai ) and t 1---+ V(e- tai ) on X and Y, respectively. For the
sake of brevity we will suppress the indication of the spaces X and Y in the
notation for the generators.

For any multiindex a = (al ... ad) E INd we define lal =al + ... + ad and
DO: =Dr l

... D~d. Note that due to the structure equations of g we have

d

DiDj - DjDi =LC~jDk
k::::l

and this implies
DO: Df3 = Do:+f3 + L Co:fJ-yD-Y

l-yl <lo:+fJl
(3.1)

for arbitrary multiindices a, f3.
By the Hille-Yosida theorem, the operators Di are closed, hence for all n E IN

the spaces
xCn) = n V(DO:)

lo:l$n
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normed by

IIUllx(n) = I: II Dau llx
lal:5n

are Banach spaces, and Banach spaces yen) are defined analogously. From
(3.1) it follows that if lal :s n then D a maps x(n) continuously into x(n-Ial),

corresponding results hold for the y(n). It is a routine task to check that the
spaces x(n), yen) are, up to equivalence of norms, independent of the basis
choice in Q.

We will consider a situation in which X and Yare spaces of real-valued
functions on a manifold on which the Lie group G is acting as a group of dif
feomorphisms. In this case, the spaces x(n) and yen) can be seen as subspaces
of X and Y containing the functions which are "n times differentiable" with
respect to the differential operators that constitute g. The following lemma will
make this idea more precise in the case where we will need it.

Lemma 5 (A characterization for H u (SN-l))
Let the Lie group G = SO(N) be represented by the rotations ofJRN around

the origin. For arbitrary (J' E JR set X = Hu (SN-l), U(g)u = U 0 g. Then
x(n) = H u+n(sN-l) with equivalent norms.

This is a special case of theorem 3.17 in [9].

Lemma 6 (Regularity and a chain rule from equivariance)
(i) Let U C X be open, F : U ---+ Y K times Frechet-differentiable, n :s K.

If the equivariance relation

V(g)F(u) = F(U(g)u) (3.2)

holds for all u E U and all 9 near the unit element in G then the restriction of
F to un x(n) maps U n x(n) K - n times Frechet-differentiable into y(n), and
for all a E lNd and u E U n x(la!) one has the chain rule

lal
Da F(u) = I: I: C{Jl .. ./3kF(I:)(u)[D{JlU, ... , D{Jk U] (3.3)

1:=1 {Jl+...+{Jk=a

where only 13/ ::j; 0 occur and Ca =1.
(ii) If, in particular, F is analytic near Uo E U then there is a e > 0 such

that the restriction of F to BUG (e, X) n x(n) is analytic and bounded into y(n)
for all n E IN.

Proof: (i) The proof of (i) will be given by induction over lal. Suppose u E
Un X(I). By assumption, we have for sufficiently small ItI and all i = 1, ... , d

V(e-ta')F(u) =F(U(e-ta,)u).

The right side is differentiable with respect to t at t = 0, hence the same
holds for the expression on the left, therefore F(u) E y(I). Carrying out the
differentiation yields

10
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The expression on the right is a /{ -1 times differentiable function from U nX(l)

into Y, hence all assumptions are proved for lal = 1. In particular, if k ~ /{ -1
and h1, ... ,hk E X(l) then F(k)(u)[h1, ... ,hk] E y(1), and calculating the k-th
order Frechet derivative on both sides of (3.4) yields

(DjF)Ck)(u)[h1, ... , hk] = Dj(FCk)(u)[h1, ... ,hk])
k

L F(k)(u)[h1, ... ,hl-l, Djhl ,hl+1 , .•. , hk]
1=1

+F(k+1)(u)[Dju, h1, ... , hk] (3.5)

for all hl, ... , hk E X(1) which is easily proved by induction.
Suppose the assertions hold for all a' with la'i ~ m ~ /{ -1, consider a with

lal = m+I, u E unx(mH). We can write DOl = DjDOI' and apply the induction
assumption to DOl' F(u). Due to Df3u E X (1 ) for all /3 with 1/31 ~ la'i we have
DOli F(u) E y(l) and (3.5) may be applied. Rearranging the terms according
to the order of the Frechet derivatives and noting that the expressions on the
right are /{ - m - 1 times Frechet-differentiable from U n x(mH) to y(m+1)

completes the proof of (3.3).
(ii) In view ofthe definition ofthe space yen) it is sufficient to show that the

mappings u ~ DOl F(u) are analytic and bounded from Buo(c, x(n)nXCn ) to Y.
The analyticity follows immediately from the above remark on the analyticity
of the Frechet derivatives. The boundedness of the F(k) implies

IIF(k)(U)IIqxk ,Y) ~ Ck

and if we demand IIUllx(n) ~ M then

II Df3ull x ~ Cf3,n M

and hence by (3.3)

'rI/3: 1/31 ~ n

•
It has to be pointed out that, in contrast to the usual chain rule, (which is,

of course, contained as a special case in the given one) the mapping F may be
nonlocal, which will be the case in our application.

In order to apply lemma 6 to our problem, however, a restriction has to be
made: As we deal with rotational invariance, it is natural to choose G = SO(N)
and to represent it in Banach spaces of real-valued functions on the sphere SN-1.

Our problem can be fit into this framework only if its geometry is such that it
can be formulated in terms of such functions in a way that (3.2) is preserved.

More precisely, we demand additionally that no is strictly star-shaped, Le.
there is a smooth positive real-valued function Ro defined on the unit sphere
SN-1 such that (after a suitable translation)

11



(3.6)

Moreover, writing

The mapping <I> : SN-1 ~ f o defined by <1>(0) = (Ro(O) is a C oo
_ diffeo

morphism between SN-1 and f 0, hence the direct image map <1>* defined by
(<I>*<p)(O) = <p(<I>(O» is an isomorphism from COO(fo) to coo(SN-1) and from
H<7(fo) to H<7(SN-1) for all U E JR. We choose (e) = fer which obviously
meets the demands on ( that were made in section 2. With this choice, we have
for any sufficiently small r E H'(fo)

f,. = {OR(O) 10 E SN-1} = rR
where R = <I>*r + Ro.

On a small ball around Ro in H·+3(SN-1) we define the operators p and v
by

peR) = <1>* per) = <1>* po <I>*-1(R - Ro)
vCr) = <I>*v(r) = <1>* v 0 <I>*-1(R - Ro)

These operators are obviously analytic near Rofrom H·+3(SN-1) to H'(SN-1)
and (H'+2(SN-1 »)N, respectively. Taking the k-th Frechet derivative of (3.6)
yields

p(k)(R)[h1, ... ,hk] = <1>* p<k)(r)[<I>*-1 h1 , ... ,<I>*-1 hk] (3.7)

for all h1, ... , hk E H·+3(SN-1).
Let Q: JRN~ JRN be an arbitrary rotation around the origin with IIQ-111

SN-l - -
sufficiently small. Then clearly IIR 0 Q - RolI.+3 is small, fRoQ = Q-1[fR],
and thus

v(R 0 Q) = Q-1v(R) 0 Q.

TQ =<I>*-1(R 0 Q - Ro)

we find from the rotational invariance of the Laplacian

Using this, we get

p(Ro Q)

12



Hence, if we set G = SO(N), X = H·+3(SN-l), Y = H'(SN-l), U(g)u =
V(g)u = u 0 g, F = Pthen, in view of lemma 4, all assumptions of lemma 6 are
satisfied.

Defining, moreover, differential operators on f o by

iJj = cI>* -1 Dj cI>*

and iJa analogously to D a and writing no = cI>* -1 Ro we find the following
results:

Lemma 7 (Properties of p)
There is an e > 0 such that
(i) p is analytic and bounded from

Bo(e, H·+3(fo)) n H·+n+3(fo)

to H·+n(fo) for all n E IN.
(ii) p is weakly sequentially continuous from Bo(e, H'+3(fo)) n H·+n+3(fo)

to H·+n(fo) for all integer n ~ 1.

(iii) For all n E IN, r E Bo(e, H·+3(fo)) n H·+n+3(fo), and a E IN(n with
lal $ n we have

lal
iJap(r) = L L C131, ...,/3k/k)(r)[iJfh(r+no), ... ,iJ13k(r+no)]

k=1 131 +··.+13k=a

where only multiindices Pi i= 0 occur and Ca = 1.

Proof: The assertions (i) and (iii) follow easily by lemma 5, applying lemma 6
to pand recalling that p(r) =cI>*-lp(cI>*r + Ro) and (3.7).

In the following, we will use the notations X n & x for norm convergence and

X n !£. x for weak convergence in the (Banach) space X.
In order to prove (ii), consider an arbitrary sequence

H·+ n +3 (r )
such that rn -'" 0 r*. Due to the compactness of the embedding

H·+ n +2 (r )
this implies rn ~ 0 r* and thus by (i)

w+n
-

1 (r )
p(rn) ~ 0 p(r*). (3.8)

On the other hand, {rn} is bounded in Hs+n+3(ro) and thus by (i) {p(rn)}
is bounded in H·+n(fo). Consider now an arbitrary subsequence {p(rn/)} of

{p(rn )} such that p(rn/) w~ro) p*. This implies, by compactness of the

13



H B+"-l(r )
embedding H,+n(ro) "'-l-"'-l- H,+n-l(ro), p(rnt) ~ 0 p* and thus by (3.8)

p* = p(r*). Hence we can conclude ([16J, Proposition 10.13 (4)) p(rn) w"':£ro
)

p(r*).•
As an important consequence of the above lemma we note that for all n E

IN and all 0' with 10' I ~ n the mapping DOl p is analytic and bounded from
Bo(c, H'+3(ro)) n H,+n+3(ro) to H'(ro) and

(DOl p)(m) (0)[h1 , •.• , hkJ =DOl (Pm (h1 , ••• , hm))

1 m 1011 C (k + I)!
m! LL L L !h, ...hl!(m-l)!(k-m+l)! L

1< 1=0 k=max{l,m-l} 131+ ...+l3k=0I 17

P (h h D- 13"(1) h D-P..(m-l) h D-P..(m-I+1) '"k+' 1«1), ... , 1«1), 1«1+1),··" 1«m), /\-0,

... , DP"(k)1l0 ) (3.9)

for all hj E H,+n+3(ro) where 1f and u run over all permutations of the index
sets {I, ... , m} and {I, ... , k}, respectively.

In the following it will be convenient to work with equivalent scalar products
on the spaces H 17(r0) which are generated by the operators DOl. As usual, for
any u E IR we define the standard scalar product (-, ')17 in these spaces by

(3.10)

with

P = (I - .6.ro)t,

(u,v)o = ( uvdro.Jro

Moreover, the fact that <ll* is a diffeomorphism from H 17(ro) to H 17 (SN-1) for
arbitrary u E IR and lemma 5 imply that the scalar product (', ')17,n defined by

(u, V)17,n = L (DOIu, DOI v)17
1001:$n

generates the usual topology on H 17+n (ro) for all u E IR, n E IN. Note that

where
S17,n = L (DOI )* p217 DOl

1001:$n

is an elliptic self-adjoint pseudodifferential operator of order 2(n + u) which is
positive definite for u ~ O. The tilde on the operators DOl will be suppressed in
the sequel.

14



4 Linearization

For the further investigation of the evolution equation (2.7) we have to analyze
the linearization Pl of P around r = o. We find, for any sufficiently smooth
real-valued function h defined on f o,

Taking into account that Uo is smooth, the components of Vl are first order
differential operators on f o corresponding to smooth vector fields and

we have
1 [)

Pl(h) = --;:)ul(h) + A1h
, un

where A1 is a bounded linear mapping from H"(fo) to H"-l(fo) for all (J' > 1.
It remains to investigate

Note that the second term on the right equals

An elementary but somewhat tedious calculation involving a reparametrization
of a neighborhood of fo where the normal vector field n is used instead of (
shows

Kl(h) =,b.roh +A2h + J.lh

where A2 is a first order differential operator on f o corresponding to a smooth
vector field and J.l is a smooth function on fo.

Summarizing and using the regularity results on the boundary value problem
represented by the operator L(O) one has

where A3 is a bounded linear operator from H"(fo) to H"-2(fo) for all (J' 2: ~

and the operator A defined by

A~ = :nL(O)-l [ ~ ]

15



is the so-called Dirichlet-to-Neumann operator of the Laplacian. A is known to
be an (elliptic) pseudodifferential operator of order 1. Applying the commutator
properties of such operators we find

where A4 has the same properties which are stated above for A3 •

Lemma 8 (Coercivity of -Pl)
For all real u ~ ~ there are positive constants Cq , Cq such that

(4.1)

Proof: As a first step, we give an elementary HO(ro)-coercivity estimate for A.
For any ip E Ht(ro), let u be the solution of

du 0 in no,
ulro ip

and set
- 1 f -d

u = u - Inol loo u x.

Then Aip = Z~ and by the well-known "dual estimate"

(see e.g. [14]) we have

"ull~o2 < C (1IulI~o2 + lIu_ ull~o2) ::; C (lIulI~o2 + lIull~o2)

< C (1IulI~o2 + lIipll~Ot2) .

Hence, using the trace theorem,

and by the Green formula and the Poincare inequality

For any linear operator A that maps Hq+l(ro) continuously into Hq-l(ro) we
have

(Ah, h)q = (pq-l Ah, pq+lh)o ::; Cqllhll~+l 2.
Therefore it is sufficient to show (4.1) with -Pl replaced by AP2. We get

16



where
As = pq-l Ap2 _ Apq+l

is a pseudodifferential operator of order (J' + 1. Hence, using (4.2),

> cllpq+l hll~o2 _ Cllpq+lhll~°l.
2
_ Cqllhll~+12

2 2

> Cqllhll~~~
2
- Cqllhll~+12.

•
It has to be pointed out that the results of this section have been obtained

without the use of the equivariance property of p. They also hold in the general
case of domains no which are not necessarily strictly star-shaped.

5 Local Existence and Uniqueness

Using (3.9) and interpolation inequalities in the scale {H 9(roH one can show
that the behaviour of p near 0 is essentially governed by its linearization. We
prefer to give an estimate for the scalar product (-, ·)s,n. This choice is justified
by the equivalence of this scalar product with (-, .)s+n.

Lemma 9 (A priori estimate for small r)
Let s > Nt4. There is an e > 0 depending only on s such that for all positive

integer n and all r E Bo(e, Hs+3(ro)) n H s+n +3(ro) an estimate

(p(r), r)s,n :::; -cs,nllrll~~n+~
2
+ Cs,n (IIrll~~n+l2 + 1)

holds.

Proof: We decompose

(p(r), r)s,n = (p(O), r)s,n

+ 2: (Dapl(r),Dar)s + f(Dapm(r, ... ,r),Dar)s)
lal$n m=2

and estimate the terms on the right separately. We will restrict our attention
to the case 101 > 0, the estimates for 0= 0 are immediate.

1. Obviously,

2. In equation (3.9) one has Ca = 1 if k = 1 and l,Bj I< loj for all j = 1, ... , k
if k 2: 2. Using this in the case m = 1 and (2.8) with s replaced by s - lone
can easily show the commutator estimate
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holds for all r E H·+2+1"'I(fo). Using this and and lemma 8 one obtains

(D'" Pl(r), D"'r). (pl(D"'r), D"'r). + (D'" Pl(r) - Pl(D"'r), D"'r).

< -cp)llrll:~~ 2 + C.IID"'PI(r) - Pl(D"'r)II;~II1D"'rll;~1

< _c~I)lIrll:~~
2+ C.,nllrll;~n+l2. (5.2)

3. The remaining terms can be estimated using (3.9):

< C.IID'"Pm(r, ... , r)II:~*-IID"'rll:~*-
2 2

< C. L: K(I,k,m,~Tk+l,m,~,uIlD"'rll:~~
(l,k,~,U)EIm,a

with the shortcut notations

K(1,k,m,~

f!- = (PI,"" Pk),
{(I, k, f!-, 0") I0 ~ 1~ m, max{l, m -I} ~ k ~ lad,
PI + ... + Pk = a, 0" E Sk},

= C (k + I)!
f!.1! (m -I)! (k - m + I)!'

Ilpk+l(r, ... , r, DP,,(l)r, ... , DP,,(m-l) r,

Df3,,(m-l+l) no, Df3"(k)no) II~~ *-
2

where Sk denotes the set of all permutations of {I, ... , k}. Note that it has k!
elements and that due to k ~ lal, 1~ m we have

K(I k m R\ k! < C (k + I)! ( k ) < (m + lal)I"'/21",I-l < C ml"'l (5.3)
, , 't::.J - '" 1! m _ I - - '"

for all m ;::: 2 and all (1, k, f!-, 0") E I m,,,,' We will estimate the terms Tk+I,m,f!..,u
using (2.8) with s - ~ in place of s and the decomposition

I m ,,,,

I(I)
m,'"

Z(2)m.DI
I(3)

m,'"

I(I) u I(2) u I(3)
m,O' m,O' mJa

{(i, k,f!-, 0") E I m,,,, It+ 1 =m, k = I}

= {(I, k,f!-, 0") E I m,,,, It + k = m, k> I}

= {(I, k, f!-, 0") E I m ,,,, It + k > m}.

3.1. The set I~!", contains only the element (m, 1, (a), (1)) corresponding to
the term

mTm,m.(",),(I) ~ C.mM:nllrll:~! m-lIID"'rll:~!.

If we choose c small enough and perform the summation over m ;::: 2 we get

00 (1)

L: mTm,m,(DI),(I)IID"'rll:~! ~ c~ IIDDlrll:~~
2

•

m=2
(5.4)
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3.2. If (l, k, [i, u) E I~:a then l,8j I < lal for all j = 1, ... , k and thus the
inequality

s+IP'I+~< (1_ I,8jl)(S+2)+ LBjl(s+lal+~_()
3 2- lal lal 2

holds with a sufficiently small positive (. Using the interpolation inequalities

IIDl3rll~:~ < C',l3llrll~~lfil+~ ~ C.,allrll~~21- Mt IIrll~~lal+~_( Mt
IIrll:~lal+~_( < 6I1rll:~laIH + C.,a,6I1rll:~~

holding for all ,8 with 1,8\ < lal and all 6> 0 we find

Tm,m,f!..,17 ~ Cs,aM;nllrll;~~ m-1 (61Irll;~lal+~ + Cs,a,61Irll;~~).

Hence, by (5.3)

L K(l, k, m,f!..)Tm,m,f!..,I7I1Darll:~~
(l,k,f!.,I7)EI~~",

< C.,aM;nmlalllrll;~~ m-\61Irll;~lal+~ + Cs,a,61Irll;~~)lIrll;~lal+~'

If we demand c < Ai. and choose 8 sufficiently small then

00 (1) (2)

L L K(l, k, m,f!..)Tm,m'f!..,I7IIDarll;~~ ~ CS4:t"lIrll;~n+~ 2 + Cs,n
m=2 (l,k,f!.,I7)EI~!", n

(5.5)

where Nn is the number of elements in the set {a Iial ~ n} and c~7~ is a small
positive constant such that

(r, r).+~,n ~ c~7~llrll;~n+~
2

(5.6)

for all r E H·+n+~(ro).

3.3. If(l,k,[i,u) EI~:a then [isatisfies

1 m-l
b = ~ ?= 1,B17(j)I< 1

3=1

and using the interpolation inequality

*1 1,81

IIDfirll~:~ ~ CS,(jllrll:~lfil+~ ~ C.,allrll;~t 1- '" IIrll:~lal+~ y;;r

holding for all ,B with 1,81 ~ lal and Youngs inequality we find

Tk+1,m,f!.,17 < Cs,aMmllrll:~~m-1I1rll:~! 1-bllrll;~lal+~ b

< Cs,aMmllrll:~~m-1 (8I1rll:~lal+~ + C6,bllrll~~~).
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In the same way as in 3.2. we find from this

(5.7)
and the proof is completed by adding the inequalities (5.1)-(5.5) and (5.7),
performing the summation over a and applying (5.6).•

On the basis of this a priori estimate it is possible to give a short-time
existence proof for the solution of (2.7), essentially in the same way as in [13].
Some modifications are necessary, due to the fact that the assumptions on p hold
only in a neighbourhood of 0 in H '+3(f0)' Thus we will have work with Galerkin
approximations that remain small in this space. The following lemma which
generalizes the idea of diagonalizing the Gram matrix provides a preparation
for this.

Lemma 10 (Orthogonal basis for a pair of Sobolev spaces)
Let tTl, tT2 E JR, nl, n2 integer such that n2 + tT2 > nl + tTl. There is an

orthonormal basis of HU1,n1(fo), consisting of smooth functions, which is an
orthogonal basis for HU2,n2(fo).

Proof: The unbounded linear operator Son HU1,n1(fo), defined by

D(S) H 2(U2+n2)-ul-n1(fo),

S S~~nl SU2,n2

satisfies

'Vu, v E D(S)

and is an elliptic pseudodifferential operator of order 2(tT2 + n2 - tTl - nt}.

Hence R(S) = HUl,n1(fo) and thus S is self-adjoint. By Rellich's theorem,
the compactness of the embedding HU2,n2(fo) C-..+C-..+ HUl,n1(fo) implies that
S has a purely discrete spectrum and thus a complete orthonormal system of
eigenfunctions {ej} which is obviously an orthogonal basis of HU2.n2(fo). The
smoothness of the ej follows from elliptic regularity theory.•

Proposition 1 (Short-time existence and uniqueness)
Assume that no is strictly star-shaped, s > Nt4.
(i) There are positive constants ~ and T such that for any integer n > 3 and

any ro E Bo(~, H,,3(fo» n H,+n(fo) the initial value problem

or }ot = p(r),

r(O) = ro

has a solution r in Cw(IT, H,+n(fo» n C~(IT, H,+n-3(fo».
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(ii) There are positive constants € and T such that for any

(5.8) has at most one solution in

In both assertions, € and T depend only on no and s.

Here and in the sequel, we use the notations IT for the interval [0,71 and
C~ (IT, X) for the space of the k times weakly continuously differentiable func
tions into the Banach space X, i.e. g E C~{IT, X) iff the mapping t ....... ('P, g(t)}
is in C k(IT) for all 'P E X' .

Proof: (i) The proof can be given as a modification of the proof of theorem
A in [13]. We take

A(., t)

{V,H,X}

(u, v)

and conclude that {V, H, X} is an admissible triplet.

Choose € small enough that IIrll;,~ ~ 2€ ensures by lemma 9 together with
two interpolation inequalities

(p(r),r),,3 < C,(1+lIrll;,~2)

(p(r), r)"n < C"n (1 + IIrll;,~2)
(5.9)

(5.10)

and by lemma 7 (ii) the weak sequential continuity of p.
By lemma 10 there is an orthonormal basis of H,,3(ro) which is also an

orthogonal basis of H"n(ro). Let Pj be the orthogonal projection in H,,3(ro)
onto Mj = span{el, ... , ej}. Clearly the restriction of Pj to H"n(ro) is the
orthogonal projection onto Mj in H"n(ro). For all positive j E IN define the
Galerkin approximations rj as usual by

rj(O) = Pjro.

We have to prove now that there is aT> 0 such that

Vt E IT Vj, (5.11)

the proposition will follow then by the arguments in [13].
Consider the unique solution m of the initial value problem

aa7 = 2C;{1 + m),
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where C; is the constant from (5.9) and choose T to be the (uniquely defined)
positive number for which m(T) = 4€2. At first we will show that

IIrj(t)II~~ ~ 2€, "It E ITVj. (5.12)

Suppose the opposite: This would imply that for some j there is a T* E (0, T)
such that

Ilr(T*)II~~= 2€, Ilr(t)II~~ < 2€ "It E [0, T)., ,

On IT* we get from (5.9) the differential inequality

and integrating it and using the strict monotonicity of m we find

in contradiction to the definition of T*. Hence (5.12) holds, and on the basis of
this it is easy to prove (5.11), using (5.10) instead of (5.9).

(ii) Proceeding similarly to the proof of lemma 9 we obtain

(p(rl) - p(r2), rl - r2).,3 ~ -c.lh - r211~~!2+C.lh - r211~~42

+C. !llaxlirill~~:!lh - r211~~:!llrl - r211~~4
.=1,2 2 2

(5.13)

for all rl, r2 E Bo(f, H·,3(ro)) n H'+!(ro) with f > 0 sufficiently small. We

choose € > 0 small enough that Ihll~,~, Ilr211~,~ ~ 2€ implies (5.13) and Ilrll~; ~
2€ implies (5.9).

Suppose now rl(-)' r2(-) E Cl{IT, H'+3(ro)) n LOO{IT, H'+!(ro)) are two
solutions of (5.8). From (5.9) one concludes IIrl(t)II;~, "r2(t)II;~ < 2€ for all
t E IT with a certain T > 0 in the same way as the' corresponding estimates
on the rj in the proof of (i). Thus, (5.13) yields together with an interpolation
inequality and the generalized Schwarz inequality

~ (Ih(t) - r2(t)II~,~2) 2(p(rl(t)) - p(r2(t)),rl(t) - r2(t)).,3

~ Cr1 ,r2,.lIrl(t) - r2(t)II~,~2

for almost all t E IT and from the Gronwall inequality follows r(t) = v(t) for
all t E IT.•

Assuming higher smoothness it is possible to show by similar arguments the
continuous dependence of solutions for fixed t on the initial value.
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6 Near equilibrium

For the sake of brevity, we will restrict our attention in this section to the case
N = 3, the generalization to arbitrary N is straightforward. Without loss of
generality, we assume (see lemma 1) V = ~, M = O. From lemma 1 (ii)
it follows by a well-known theorem in global differential geometry [3] that the
(unique) stationary solution corresponding to this choice is given by the unit ball
centered at the origin. For the study of small perturbations of the equilibrium
it is therefore natural to choose

(=n (6.1)

which obviously satisfies all assumptions made above.
This implies f o = S2, 'Y == 1, no == 1 and hence by (3.9)

Elementary calculations yield

and the linearization of P becomes

PI = A(.6os 2 +21)

where A denotes the Dirichlet-to-Neumann operator on the unit sphere. Note
that for both A and .6os 2 a complete system of eigenfunctions in all HS(fo),
s E ffi. (with the standard scalar products (3.10)) is given by the spherical
harmonics Ykl, I =0,1,2, ..., k = -I, ... , I. The corresponding eigenvalues are
I for A and -/(1 + 1) for .6os2.

Furthermore, we define on all HS(fo) the orthogonal projection P by

Im(I - P) =span{Ykl II < 2}

and write
[u, v]s = (Pu, Pv)s, Iris = IIPrll:o.

It is easily seen that P commutes both with DO: and with Pl. Hence, expanding
r with respect to spherical harmonics, we find

(6.2)

where
c = inf 1(/(1 + 1) - 2) > O.

1~2 (1(1 + 1) + I)!

The idea of the following arguments is to use the fact that no "lower order
terms" occur in the energy estimates if one works with the seminorms I . Is
instead of the full norm. On the other hand, for actual evolutions this full norm
can still be controlled due to the conservation of V and M.
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Using spherical coordinates it is not difficult to obtain the expressions

for the volume and the center of gravity of the domain Or, respectively. On
H'(ro), s> N;;l, we define the analytic function

F: H'(ro) _ JR x JR3

by

F( ) _ [ V(r) - ~7l" ]
r - M(r) .

and note that F(O) = 0,

, [ Jr h dro ]
F (O)[h] = Jroohn dro .

For all s > N ;;1 we define

M, ={r E H'(fo) IF(r) =O}

Lemma 11 (Norms and seminorms on H'(ro) and M,)
There are positive constants C and € depending only on s such that

Ilrll:o < c(lrl, + IIF(r)lIlRxlFP) \lr E Bo(€,H'(ro)), (6.3)

IIrll:o < (1 + C1rl,)lrl, \lr E Bo(€, H'(fo)) n M.. (6.4)

Proof: (6.3) is a consequence of the Local Diffeomorphism theorem applied to
the mapping

<JI: H'(ro) - p[H'(ro)] x (JR x JR3)

defined by

<JI(r) = [ ~~) ]

in the neighbourhood of O.
Due to the orthogonality of P we have

with F = (I - P)r.
Because of rEM., F satisfies the equation

F(Pr, F) =F(P(r) + F) =O.
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This implies by the Implicit Function theorem that r is a function of Pr, and
using that the Frechet derivative of F with respect to the first argument at
(0,0) is the zero operator we find Ilrll~o ~ Clrl~ if Iris is sufficiently small. (6.4)
follows easily from this.•

Remark: It is obvious that the lemma holds (with different constants) for
any equivalent norm on HS(ro).

In the following, we use the notations

Lemma 12 (A priori estimate near equilibrium)
Suppose s > Nt4 and (6.1). There are positive constants c, c, and C de

pending on s such that

Proof: Proceeding as in the proof of lemma 9 and using p(O) == 0, (6.2), (6.3),
and the fact that DOl, P, and PI commute we obtain

[p(r),r]$,3 < L ([DOIPIr,DOIr]$+ L[DOIPk(r, ... ,r),DOIr].)
10119 k~2

< -c L IDOIrl~+! + CLllrll~+/lIrll:+!2
10119 k~2

< -clrl~+! +CL IIrll~+3 k (Irl~+t + IIF(1')llitxIR3)
k~2

and the assertion follows by choosing c sufficiently small.•

Proposition 2 (Global existence and exponential decay near equilibrium)
Under the assumptions (6.1) and s > Nt4 there are positive constants c, c,

and C such that for all

the initial value problem (5.8) has a solution

that satisfies an estimate

(6.5)

Proof: From theorem 1 follows that if c is sufficiently small there is aT> 0
such that (5.8) has a solution
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which implies r, 'Pr E GI(IT, H 3+3(ro)). Moreover, due to lemma 1 we have
ret) E M 3 +7 for all t E IT, and thus from lemma 12 follows

Ir(t)13,3 ~ 1ro/3,3 e-ct

for all t E IT and further, using (6.4),

(6.6)

if c is sufficiently small. Hence it is possible to extend the solution to [T,271
and by induction to [nT, (n + 1)71 for all integer n. It is clear that (6.6) holds
then for all t ~ 0, and (6.5) follows from this and (6.3).•

Remark: The assumption ro E H3+7(ro) is not necessary;

is sufficient for the existence of a global solution in time satisfying the estimate
(6.5). The higher smoothness has been assumed here to render possible the
above simple proof. A proof without it can be given as in [11], applying lemma
12 to the Galerkin approximations in order to obtain (6.6).
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